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THE MM150VR CONCEPT 
INNOVATION AT PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

Our range of holder tractors has covered a wide range of applications in the last ten years: forestry, road and 

railroad maintenance, and snow removal. 

Thanks to Merlo’s experience and technological innovation, we have developed a versatile tool holder which can 

handle heavy duty operations throughout the year: mowing and pruning operations in the summer thanks to its 

powerful hydraulic PTO, and snow removal in winter thanks to its mechanical PTO (both front and rear). 

Strong cab compliant with ROPS/FOPS standards, type-approved for two occupants, equipped with a panoramic 

upper window, windscreen wipers, and working lights on three sides. Type-approval either as a farm tractor or as 

an operating machine. 

Low overall weight, evenly distributed on both axles to ensure maximum drive. Dual electro-hydraulic differential 

locking. Hydrostatic transmission with three speed ranges: 0-40 kph for road travel, 0-11 kph for work, and 0-5 kph 

for maximum precision work (pruning or snow blowing). 

120 HP 1,000 rpm front mechanical PTO (option) (rotation direction to be selected), featuring a recirculation pump 

and an independent radiator; rear 60 HP PTO (either 540 or 1,000 rpm). 

Ten-metre ventral mowing boom with an optional quick release kit, featuring a standard slewing ring and a semi-

automatic tool release system.  
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BOOM WORK GEOMETRY                  
AN ENDLESS NUMBER OF MOVEMENTS 

The position of the ventral boom maintains a very low centre of gravity and ensures excellent stability. 

Thanks to its rotation through over 210°, the boom can perform a variety of movements, place itself in front of the 

tractor to pass through particularly narrow spaces, and prune trees safely without dropping branches onto the tractor. 



3D TOOL COUPLING 
TOOL ROTATION THROUGH 180°

Tool rotation through 180° allows the machine to work both in the forward and the reverse drive. 

 The tool tilt cylinder allows the tool to rotate, slew, and make movements in the three dimensions. 
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QUICK COUPLING 
OF THE TOOL ON THE BOOM
A variety of tools can be used: reach mower heads in several sizes (1,200/ 1,400/ 1,600 mm), forestry heads with 

fixed knife rotors, 4-/5-blade or single-blade cutters, brushes, brushwood clamps, etc).



VISIBILITY 
THROUGH 360°
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Panoramic cab with visibility through 360°, reinforced and type-approved in compliance with FOPS ISO 3449 

and ROPS ISO 3471 standards, with burglar-proof windows (made of  8 mm thick Lexan polycarbonate), air 

conditioning system, soundproofing and radio. 

Excellent view of both the boom head and the tool installed on the front three-point linkage. The latter can be easily seen 

through the two lower windows, which are also made of Lexan polycarbonate. 

Side and top visibility is ensured by side windows and the roof glass surface. The latter is protected against falling material to ensure 

maximum safety. The windscreen, the rear window, the side windows and the one on the roof are all equipped with wipers.
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ERGONOMICS
EVERYTHING IS CLOSE AT HAND

A single joystick controls the movements of both the boom and the standard front three-point linkage (a rear 

three-point linkage is available as an option). Grammer pneumatic seat with a slewing ring which allows it to rotate 

through 45° to the right in the work mode, so that the operator is facing the boom while still keeping an eye on the 

front tool. Rear-view mirror to make manoeuvre control easier and to have the rear part of the vehicle under control.

Standard folding passenger seat. Possibility of storing up to 4 tools in the tractor memory (speed depending 

on manufacturers’ specifications) and automatic tool speed management irrespective of the diesel engine rpm. 

Lower consumption thanks to the hydraulics: in the ECONOMY mode (diesel engine at 1,400 rpm) you can have 

the optimum rotor speed (e.g. 3,000 rpm), while in a combined mode with the front mechanical PTO engaged at 

2,000 rpm of the diesel engine oil flow rate decreases to set rotor speed to 3,000 rpm again. Rotor rotation can be 

reversed for different types of vegetation (reeds).

On-board computer for engine parameter 

and temperature control.

Audible alarms to show faults.



ENGINE 
150 HP AVAILABLE

153 HP, 2300 rpm 4-cylinder water-cooled Deutz Tier3 engine with turbocharger, intercooler, common rail, 4.76 l

displacement, electronic management + interface display for info and diagnostics, standard reversal of the air flow 

for radiator cleaning (Cleanfix), silent block mounting, engine bonnet with hydraulic lifting for maintenance, and 

inspection hatches for daily maintenance.
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MACHINE CHASSIS
STRONG AT ALL LEVELS

Torsion resistant box-type chassis derived from our in-house manufactured forestry tool holder, built for hard work.

Complete armour plating derived from the forestry model, 

with hinged inspection hatches.
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PERMANENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
TRACTION CONTROL GUARANTEED

Hydrostatic drive with variable-displacement pumps and motor. 

Three speed ranges: 0-5 kph ; 0-11 kph ; 0-40 kph.

Speed control via either the gas pedal or the potentiometer on the joystick, so as to set a constant pace.

Electro-hydraulic 100% differential locking on both axles.

Four steering modes for manoeuvring in any condition:

 Front-axle-only steering for road travel (Fig. A)

 All-wheel steering to minimize the turning radius (Fig. B)

 Crab steering (Fig. C)

 Rear-axle-only steering (option) for snow removal

A B C



TYRES
CHOOSE THE ONES THAT BEST SUIT YOUR NEEDS
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Standard Mitas TI-05 500/70 24 Michelin XMCL 500/70 R24

Nokian TRI2 440/ 80 R24 Nokian Forest Rider 600/55 R26.5
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FRONT THREE-POINT LINKAGE 
+ PTO AND REAR THREE-POINT 
LINKAGE + PTO
OPTIMIZING VERSATILITY

A joystick-controlled Cat. 2 front three-point linkage (2,500 kg capacity is standard. A forestry-type three-point linkage

is available as an option. Three modes: dual effect, simple effect, and floating.

Adjustable-pressure lifting of the tool is available as an option, so as to select the right pressure to be applied on the

ground. 3 proportional hydraulic connections and one variable-displacement hydraulic connection.

Front mechanical PTO (with either clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation). Power: 120 HP, 1,000 rpm

Rear mechanical PTO. Power: either 65 HP, 540 rpm or 65 HP, 1,000 rpm

A high-performance combination which will make a difference in the field.



MERLO M10 BOOM
TELESCOPIC, EVIDENTLY

Boom manufactured by Merlo with a 10 metre lift height.

Synchronization of the chain-operated extension of the two boom sections.

Hoses for tool movement control housed inside the boom to avoid any ‘tangles’ outside the boom.

Power transmitted to the tool: 170 litres/minute. Maximum pressure: 350 bar.

Progressive pressure adjustment for boom lifting depending on the forward reach.

Proportional management of the compensation cylinder on the rear axle depending on the forward reach.
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PRODUCT KINEMATICS
REAR VIEW

Product kinematics:   
  
Rear view:  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VIEW FROM ABOVE
View from above:  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lateral view:   
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LATERAL VIEW

View from above:  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lateral view:   
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